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In this chapter of the report, we examine allegations that the FB][ faited to
act prior to September 11,2001, on intelligence information that warned of
potential terrorists training in aviation-related fields of study in the United
States. The focus of theseallegations concerned an Electronic Communication
(EC) dated July 10, 2001, that was written by Kenneth Williams, a special
agent in the FBI'sPhoenix Division. In his EC, Williams wrote thathe
believed that there was a coordinated effort by Usama Bin Laden to send
students to the United States to attend civil aviation universities and c!_lleges.
He suggested that the purpose of these students would be to onedaywork m ....
the civil aviation industry around the world to conduct terrorist activity against
civil aviation targets. Williams wrote that he was providing the information in
the EC for analysis and comments. Williams addressed the EC to several
people in FBI Headquarters and inthe FBI's New York Division. 56
After September 11,2001, the FBI has acknowledged several problems _
in how the Phoenix EC was handled. The FBI stated that the informaliion
raised in the EC should have been analyzed by the..FBI, but that such _malysis
did not occur before September 11. In addition, the FBI acknowledged that the
Phoenix EC should have been disseminated to other intelligence agencies and
to the FBI's field offices for their consideration, but itwas not disseminated
before September 11.57
.

56A redacted copy of this document is attached in the Appendix.
57Director Mueller' .swritten statement for his October 17, 2002, testimony before the
Joint Intelligence Committee Inquiry (JICI) stated: "We have heard., and we ack_towledge,
the valid criticisms, many of which have been reiterated by this Committee. For example,
the Phoenix memo should have been disseminated to all field offices and to our sister
agencies." Former ITOS Section Chief Michael Rolince testified before Congress that the
(continued)
.,
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In this chapter we analyze the FBI's handling of the Phoenix.EC. We
first provide background on how leads were communicated and assigned in the
FBI before September 11,2001. We then summarize the conte,nts of theEC.
Next, we describe in detail how the Phoenix EC was handled within the FBI
before September 11. In the analysis section, we exantine problems in how the
Phoenix EC washandled, first focusing on the systemi:c problemsthat affected
the way the FBI treated the EC and then on the performance of the individuals
involved with the EC. Finally, at the end of the chapter we discuss several
other pieces of information in the possession of the FBI before September 11
that also noted connections of potential terrorists to flight schools or the use of
airplanes.
..

II,

The Phoenix EC
A.

Background

In this section, we first provide the key ten-ninology and a description of
FBI processes that are .relevant to the handling of the Phoenix EC.
..

t.
Assigning leads in the FBI _
When an FBI field office needs assistance or intbrmation from another
office or from FBI Headquarters, it ,'sets alead" forthe assist_acei Leads are
initially written out in ECs, hard copies of whiclh are mailed to the appropriate
offices. In addition, when .theEC is "uploaded', to.the FBI's Automated Case
Support (ACS) system, leads associated with the EC are "set', electronically in
ACS system. We describe both processes below.
a.

The manual process

The specific action requested in an EC is stated in the lead section, which
is at the end of the document. In the "To:" section of the EC, the author
specifies the offices to which the EC is addressed. In the "Atte,ntion:" section,

(continued)
PhoenixEC shouldhave been providedto thepersonnelassignedto FBI Headquartersfrom
otheragencies,suchas theINS, the CIA,the FAA,andothers,for theirassessment.
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the author specifies the persons who the author be]Lievesshould receive a copy
of the EC.
ECs have a line marked ,'Precedence." There are three options on the
precedence line: "Immediate,•" "Priority," and "Routine•.''• The FBI's
investigative •manual states that "immedaate
" "' precedence should be used "when
the addressee(s) must take prompt action or have an urgent need for the
information." The manual states that "priority" precedence should be used
•when information is needed within 24 hours, and "routine" precedence should
be usedwhen information is needed within the normal coulrse of business. The
time frame for responding to "'routine" requests is notspecified.
The office preparing an EC that sets a lead normally :sends a hard copy of
the EC to the offices with leads mentioned in the EC. The paper EC is
normally sent through "Bureau mail," which is the FBI's interoffice mail
delivery system.
....

The distribution of the hard copy EC in the receiving office varies from
".... office to office. In:most offices,i the EC is routed to an administrative
employee assigned to the substantive program,that is the subject of the EC,
such as the squad secretary for the counterterrorism squad iif counterterrorism
! is discussed inthe EC. The administrative employee decides who should
-_,_ receive the hard copy EC, whether copies will be made, and for whom. All
individuals listed on the attention line of a •hardcopy EC do not necessarily
receive a copy ofthe•EC through•the manual distribution process.
b.

The electronic process

Leads contained in ECs also are set electronically in ACS when the EC is
completed and is "uploaded" to ACS. The office requesting the lead c,an enter
in ACS a deadline for handling the lead. If :no deadline is set, •thedefault •
deadline in ACS for action is 60 days.
ACS contains an "electronic routing table" fi_reach office that receives
leads electronically through ACS. FBI offices set up the electronic routing
table to assign leads to a •particular person's "lead bucket" based on the case
number providedin the "Case ID #" field of the EC. For example,•a fiield
office may program its electronic routing table to direct all leads associated
with cases having international terrorism identifiers to the secretary for the
international terrorism squad. The secretary would then be responsible for
,.
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checking the "lead bucket" and determining to whom to assign the lead
electronically.
FBI employees are responsible for checkingACS periodically and
accessing their lead bucket to see if any leads have been assigned tothem,
ACS does not notify users when leads are assigned to them. Only persons who
are assigned a lead wilI see a notification of an EC associated 'with the lead.
when they check their •lead•buckets. All other persons listed on the attentiion
line of the EC must search ACS for their names by conducting text searches
and other kinds of searches to determine if there are any ECs c,ontaining their
names.
- .
In ACS, leads may be "reassigned ''•or may be "closed." When •leads are
closed, the person closing the lead fills in the field labeled "disposition': to
indicate what action was taken with respect to•the lead. However, •ACS does
not require this field to be completed in order to close the lead.
.... e. _ Persons responsible, for assigning leads:
At FBIHeadquarters, the Radical.Fundamentalist Unit (RFU) and the
Usama Bin Laden .Unit (UBLU) werethe two malts in the International.
Terrorism OperationsSection (ITOS) involved in.the handling of the Phoenix
EC. Within• the RFU andUBLU, Intelligence Assistants, called: IAs; were
responsible for many duties, including distributing h_rd copy ECsto the
appropriate persons in the units, assigning leads in A LS, conducting name
checks in ACS, and pi'eparing ECs. In addition, before September 11,2001, an
IA assigned to an administrative unit in ITOS was responsible as a collateral
duty for assigning leads that had been routed to ITOS' general lead bucke,t in
ACS, During the time•period relevant to our investigation, this IA could assign
leads from ACS directly to analysts in the section, called Intelligence
Operations Specialists (IOSs). The IA also could route ECs directly to IOSs
without any supervisor's input or knowledge.
IAs within the RFU 'and the UBLU normally determined to whom to
assign a lead based on the case identifier, which is one of the required fields on
an EC. For example, 199M matters, called "IT.Other," were investigations
related to terrorist groups that were not associated with One of the FBI's 17
other specificcase identifiers. 199M or IT'Other mattersnornaally were
,
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..

assigned to the RFU. The case identifier associated with fine Phoenix EC was
199M, which fell under the RFU.
..Within a particular unit, the •specific case number would also beused to
determine whether an IOS or Supervisory Special Agent (SSA)was working
on thedesignated
case and.therefore wouldbe responsible for the lead.
.
d.

"Read and clear"

A common type of lead is a "read and clear" lead. According to FBI
procedures, "read and clear" leads are:f0r infonnationaI pro-poses and do not
require any action, other than "cleating" the lead in ACS by closing the lead.
Witnesses told the OIG that setting a "read and clear" lendis similar to sending
a "cc:" copy of a document to someone to read for their information.
.
e,

..

Persons responsible

for conducting

analysis in the FBI

As discussed in Chapter Two, analysis, of counterterrorism:infonnation
• . normally was conducted in two:place s in the FBL Operational or case-related
:" analysis was performed.primafil.y by iOSswh 0 worked in. ITOS, located in:the
.... CounterterrofismDivision,..
Broader, :strategic analysis was performed by...
i Intelligence Research Specialists.(IRSs) whoat tile time worked in the FBI's
:..:.:.::.
Inyestigative Services Division (ISD), a separate division.from the
Counterterrorism Division. s8
As discussed in more detail betow, the Phoenix EC was addressedto
several SSAs and IOSs in ITOS. It was not: addressed to any IRSs or anyone in
the Investigative Services Division.

/.

58ISD was created in November !.999andhoused the FBI's analytical resom:ces,such
as the IRSs who handled counterintelligence matters, organized crime and white2collar "
crime matters, and domestic and international terrorism matters. In addition, ISD •included
an Intelligence and Operations Support Section•that was responsible for administering the
field's analytical program and training and automation requirements. ISD was eliiminatedin
the beginning of 2002.
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.B. 'The .Phoenix EC

..

Kenneth Williams, the special agent who wrote, the Phoe,nix EC, joined
the FBI in 1990, and was assigned to the Phoenix Division. He worked his
first year and a half on white'collar matters. Since then, he was assigned to'
work on international terrorism matters, Williams told the OIG .that while
working on international terrorism matters, 'he spent.almost all.of his time,,on a
terrorist organization, that was not connected to A1 Qaeda or Bin Laden. At
FBI Headquarters, responsibility for this terrorist organization fell under the
jurisdiction of a unit in ITOS other than the Usama BJm.Laden Unit (UBI,,U).
Williams said that he had not had any contact with the UBL unit. At the time.,
of the EC, Williams reported to an SSA who we call "Bob," who was
responsible for thePhoenix counterterrorism squad.
"
...

.

.

The Phoenix EC was dated July 10, 2001, and was addressed to the
Counterterrorism Division at FBI Headquartersand to the New York Division..
The precedence line on the EC was marked "routine."
•,.

.

Williams wrote in the opening paragraph.of the EC that :itspurpose was
to advise. FBI Headquarters and the New York. Division 0fhis belief that.'there
was the possibility of a coordinated, effort by Bin Laden to send studentsto theUnited. States ..toattend civil aviation universities and colleges. The EC stated.
that there was an inordinate number of individuals of investigative interest who
were attending or had attended civil aviation universities andcollegesin..
•
Arizona. Williams also wrote that there was reason to believe.that a
coordinated effort was under way. to establish a cadre of individuals whoone
day would be working in civil aviation around the world, and these individuals
wouldbe in a position in the future to conduct terror activity against civil
aviation targets.
1.

Information on individuals

As the basis for his concerns, Williams summarized in the EC the results
of four Phoenix intelligence investigations of four subjects who we will call
"Subject No. 1," "Subject No. 2," "Subject No.. 3," and "Subject No. 4.''59 The

59Williamswas responsiblefor the SubjectNo. 1 investigation,whichwas summarized
in the EC. The otherthree investigationswere internationalterrorismintelligencecases
(continued)
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•

other persons of investigative interest were described as seven "aSsociates" of
Subject No. 1. The Phoenix Division had opened a "preliminary inquiry" for
an intelligence investigation about each of these persons but had not yet
developedsufficient information to open a full investigation.

•

1," ;

Williams identified the connections of these: individuals to aviation as
follows: (1) Subject No. 1 was an aeronautical engineering student at Emb_Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU) in Prescott, Arizona; 6°(2)Subject No.
2 took classes at Cochise College, located in Douglas, Arizona, in the: late
1990s to obtain _ FAA certificate in airframe and power ]plant operations; 6_
and (•3)Subject No. 3 and Subject No. 4 were known to associate with a person
We will call Subject No. 5, whose telephone number was associated with a
known Supporter of an African Muslim terrorist organization and who
reportedly left the United States in the late 1990s after graduating from
Westwind Aviation in Phoenix, Al-izona.6z

'•

•

• "

"

_

(continued)
:_
handledby other agents on Williams' squad and another squad in the Phoenix Division.
_::: •Subject No:.2 also had been: the subject ofaseparate investigation in an FBI field! office in
": the western part of the United States before he moved to _zona in the late 1990s. Tiffs
::_:_
:,field office's investigation of Subject No. 2 was closed atthe time the Phoenix El:',was
written.
6oWilliams stated in the EC that SubjectNo. t was enrolled in aeronautical engineering.
ERAU offers a degree in aerospace engineering with a concentration in aeronautic, al
engineering. Aeronautical engineering is the study of aircraft desigri.
61A certificate in airframe and power plant operation,,; allows an individual to become
an aviation maintenance mechanic. The courses for this certificate deal largely with
maintaining aircraft in airworthy condition.
•
62The Phoenix EC does not state what courses Subject No. 5 took at Westwind
Aviation. The Phoenix EC also does not state whether the,,FBI had _minvestigation open on
Subject No. 5 at the time; however, according to Williams, the FBI did not have any
investigation open on Subject No. 5 at the time because he;was not in the United ,States.
Subject No. 5's name had surfaced in another FBI investigation involving the same African
Muslim terrorist organization that Subject No. 5 was believell to be connected to. After
September 11, Subject No. 5 was arrested on terrorism charges related to the September 11
attacks, but he was released when a court found that the•prosecutors lacked any evidence
connecting Subject No. 5 to the events of September 11.
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with respect to the seven associates of Subject No. 1, Williams wrote
that three were enrolled inpilot training at ERAU, and three, were enrolled in
an aeronautical engineering program at ERAU. For the seventh, Williams had
no record of classes taken. 63
Williams also reported in the EC the connections of Subject No. 1,
Subject No. 2, Subject No. 3, and Subject No. 4 to Bin Laden and toeach
other, which we describe below.
Subject No' 1: The Subject No. 1 investigation was designated by
Williams as a 199M or "IT'Other" matter. 64 Williams told the OIG that he had
opened the Subject No. 1 case under this designation after obtaining material in
Subject No. l'sgarbage relating to IbnKhattab, who Williams believedhad a
connection to Bin Laden. As discussed in more detail[ in Chapter Four, Ibn
Khattab was a Jordanian,bom, Islamic extremist who was the leader of a large
group of Chechen rebels that had many successes in clashes with Russian
forces

65

In summarizing his investigation of SubjectNo. 1, Williams wrote in the
EC that Subject No. 1 cameto the United States in the late 1990s, and that in
April 2000 one of Williams' sources reported that Subject No. 1 was a _
supporter of BinLaden. In addition, the EC stated that_the source told :
Williams that,Subject No. 1 was involved in the A1-Muhjiroula, 66a. Muslim "
fundamentalist organization that Williams described as "dedicated to the
overthrow of Western society" and as "an ardent supporter of [Bin Laden]." As
further support for a connection between these persons and civil aviation,

63We asked Williams to confirm the courses these individuals took: After reviewing
their files, Williams told the OIG that only two of the individuals were enrolled in pilot
training and the other four were enrolled in aeronautical engineering.
64An EC requires a case number field to be completed. Williams used the Subjec,t No. 1
case number in the case number field of the Phoenix EC.
65Chechny a is a republic of the former Soviet Union. Since the collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991, Chechen separatists - both Islamic and non:Islamic- have sought
independence from Russia.
66We observed several spellings for this organization in FBI documents, includhlg A1Muhajiroun and A1-Mouhajiroun.
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Williams
religious
or •"holy
interests,

•

noted that the spiritual leader of tile A1-Muhjiroun had issued a. . •
degree (or "fatwa") in. February 1998in which he: declared a ."jihad"
war" against the United states•and British goverm_ent, armies,
and airports." (Emphasis in.original.)
,-

Williamswrote
in the EC that he had interviewed Subject No. I in the
spring of 2000 and that during these interviews, which were conducted in:
Subject No. l's apartment, Williams observed photographs on the walls of Bin
Laden, Ibn Khattab, and wounded Muslim separatistsfrom. Chechnya.
Williams wrote that Subject No. 1 admitted during these interviews to being
•involved in the A1-Muhjiroun, and that he considered the U.S. government and
military forces to be."legitimate military targets of Islam." Williams noted in
the EC that his investigation of Subject No. 1 was continuing, •
Subject No. 2: Williams reported in the EC that Subject No. 2 'aras
'
known tO have cOntact with Bin Laden lieutenant Abu Zubaida. Williams
wrote, that Subject No. 2 had moved to Arizona in 1998,but had left the United
States in October 1999. 67
•

•

• _."•..
Williams also wrote that two persons arrested in June 2001 in Bahrain
,,.::_. had admitted to being members.ofal Qaeda.and had been planning an : .-.....
"
operation-to bomb the U.S. embassy and military forcesin. Saudi Arabia. At
-_!::i-!
,.:the time of their arrest, they had in their possession a passport of a man whowas believed to be a relative of Subject No. 2. Williams wrote that the man
who .was believed to be a relative of Subject No. 2 previously had enteredthe
United States inI 998 -_th .this passport and was associated, with. an adclress
known to be that of Subject NO. 2. Wit]iams wrote that he ]hadnot been able to
establish a connection between SubjectNo. 1 and Subject ]No. 2. 68
Subject
investigations

No. 3 and Subject Ne. 4: Williams reported in the EC that
of Subject No.3 and Subject No. 4 had been opened based on

67The FBI field office that had been investigating Subject No. 2:had closed It.S
"_'
investigation of Subject No. 2 at the time the Phoenix EC was written.
68Williams wrote in the EC that Subject No. 1 arrived in the United States in .August
1999 and that Subject No. 2 left the United States in October 1999. Williams also wrote that
"Subject No. 2 had departed the U.S. prior to Subject No. l'samval." Williams told the
OIG that this last statement was in error.
•:
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•

information from foreign governments demonstrating that they were both
:
involved with African Islamic extremist/terror activity and had associated with
individuals who had associated with Ahmed Ressam. Ressam was arrested on
December 14, 1999, attempting to cross the border from Canada into the
United States with chemicals and detonator materials iinhis ca['. 69
.

.

i

Williams Wrote that Subject No, 3 and Subject No. 4 were friends with
Subject No. 5, whose telephone number had been associated with a known
supporter of an African Islamic terrorist organization. Williams noted that
Subject No.: 3, Subject No. 4, and Subject No. 5 had not been linked to Subject
No. 1 or Subject No. 2. The EC did not state Whether the FBI :had an
•investigation open on Subject No. 5 or provide any further details on him. The
EC reported that Subject No. 5 had left the country in November 1.997after
graduating from Westwind Aviation. The EC diidnot describe the connections
between the African Islamic terrorist organization andBin Laden Or al Qaeda .....
..

2.

Recommendations

in the Phoenix

EC

The Phoenix EC made four recommendations:

.

..
_.: .

.

•

.

.

. .

.

..

,.

.
..

, .: .

• "[T]he FBt should accumulate a listing _of civil aviation
•universities/colleges around the country,';
.
"
•

..

• "FBI field offices withthese types of schoolsiretheir area should
' establish appropriate liaison" with the schools'.;
"
. • .....

.

• :"[FBI Headquarters] should discuss.this matter with ol_herelemenlls of
the U.S. intelligence community and task the .community for any
information .that supports Phoenix's suspicions"; and
• "[FBI Headquarters] should consider seeking the neces;sary authority to
•obtain visa information from the [Department: of State] on individuals
obtaining visas to attend these types of schools and notify the
appropriate FBI field office when these individuals are scheduled to
arrive in their area of responsibility."
..

69The Phoenix EC did not state Ressam' s affiliation with• Bin Laden or al Qaeda.
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In the lead section of the EC, Williams 'wrote that hewas requesting that
FBiHeadquarters consider implementing thesuggested actions. The New:
• York Division lead was designated.as a "read and.clear" lead. At the ,end of
the EC, Williams wrote that the information was "being provided to receiving
offices for information, analysis and comments."

_

-.

3.

. .

Addressees on the PhoenixEC
!

.... : Theattention line of the EC contained the names the unit chief of the
RFU, who we Call "Don"; an IOS in the RFU whowecall "Ellen"; the acting.
unit chief of the UBLU, who we call "Rob"; and UBLU IOSs who we call
:"Jan-e, ,' "'"/'hew
_lvlatt
," and "Frank. ''7° The RFU and.the UBI, U were the two. units
with program responsibility for thetwo primary organizations discussed in the
EC: A1-Muhjiroun and Bin Laden/al Qaeda.
.
'
..
:

'

:

.

,

.

•

.

..

• The attention-line also contained:the names of two Special Agents who
•worked on. two different international terrorism squads-in t]heNew York
Division: an agent who worked on.the New York FBI's Bm Laden squadwho
_we call ".Jay", and an agent who we ca11"Mark" and who worked on. a New...

York squad that handled investigations that fell.under the RFU.
Williams told the OIG that his prior experience did not involve Bin
+::. Laden or A1 Qaeda and instead centered on another terrorist organization
which was managed by a unit.other than the Bin Laden Unit at FBI
Headquarters. He saidthat he was therefore not familiar with the personnel fin
the other units within ITOS, except fo_.one long-time RFU IOS, who ,arecall.
Frank. Williams said thathe called Frank to"obtain the names of thepersons
working in the RFU and the UBLU, and that.he put in the attention line of.the.
EC the names he had obtained by calling Frank.
•

•

Frank told the OIG that he recalled talking to Williams about the EC and
recommending several potential points of contact.. Frank said that based on his
understanding of what Williams was writing about, several people, nee,ded to
•

,.

70Williamsmistakenlyidentifiedthe IOSsas IRSsin thePhoer_ixEC. In addition,at
thattime MatthewandFrankworkedin the RFU,not theUBLU. At therequestofthe FBI,
we have omittedthe true names:ofmostof the agentsandthelanalystswho arediscussedin
thisreport.
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.

see the EC because more than one program was involved. He said that because
the New York Field Office was the primary field office that handled the FBI's,
Bin Laden-related investigations, he likely recommended that Williams •also
address the EC to a point of contact in New York ....
When asked why he did not recommend including any IRSs on the
attention line, Frank told the OIG that the Investigative Services Division was
"on its last legs" at the time and that there were very few•IRSs in the ISD still
working on analysis. He explained that any work of the IRSs would have tObe
coordinated through an IOS, so it made sense to route.,the EC through an IOS
in the •firstinstance.
Williams also told the OIG that at the tirne he was famifiar by name with
Ellen becaUse, prior to writing the Phoenix EC, he had accessed in ACS an EC
she had written on the A1-Muhjiroun in 1999. Ellen told the OIG that Williams
calledher on July 9, 2001, to tell her that he had used her paper inwfiting his
EC and thathe had included her name on the attention line. She said that he
also,asked her if she recommended anyone to include on the attention line and
that she gave him, the name: of Mark, one of the New:York Division agents who
had been the case agent for the FBI's investigation of theAl-_./Iuhjiroun.
.,
.

C.

Williams' theory
•

_...

• :.....

....

,

.

.

Williams told the OIG that hatheEC he was putting forth "an
"
' " theory " or "hunch" about Bin Laden sending students to attend •
investigative
civilaviation schools ultimately to conduct terror activitY against civil aviation •
targets, and he was seeking an analytical product or fi_edback in response to his
theory. He said that he was basing the theoryon his almost ten years of
experience in international terrorism cases and hisknowledge that al Qaeda
had a presence in Arizona. He said that he had learned in squad meetings
about Subject No. 2, and he thought it was "unusual" that Subject No. 2 would
come acrossthe world to study aircraft maintenance in the United States,
Williamssaid that at the time, he also Was working ff_einvestigation of Subject
No. 1 and he began thinking that he should look to see how many other
investigations were being handled in Arizona that involved individuals with
Islamic militant viewpoints who also were enrolled in civilaviation colleges or
universities. He said that after he did and learned about several others of
interest to the FBI, he decided to put his thoug]hts and recommendations on
paper.
.
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Williams explained that he was not focused on flight schools, but instead
focused on colleges and universities where individuals could earn degrees in
aviation-related subjects and then obtain jobs in the civil aviation industry in
this country, He also said that he was not contemplating in the EC that there:_.
was a plot to use airplanes as missiles, Rather, he believed thatthere couldbe
an effort under way to develop expertise about where to put an explosive.:
device on an airplane or how tOmechanically alteran airplane in order to cause
it to crash. Williams told:the OIG thathe did not :haveinformation of a
specificthreat or pending attack, which is .why he marked the EC's precedence
as ',routine."
...

.

• .

:

•

,.

.

..

-_"_

Williams told the OIG that he did not know atthe time whether Subject
Nos. 3 and4 discussed in the EC or the African Islamic teixorist organizations
were connected to Bin Laden or al Qaeda. Williams said that he was trying to
"paint a picture of people associated with radical Islam" Who were also
associated with aviation. Williams said he wanted•FBI Headquarters tol0ok at
his EC and answerthe question: "Is there something tothis, that all of these
people were,,involved in aviation?" He stated that he did not expect an •
immediate response and believed that it would take at least, a couple of months.
for FBI Headquarters to review the EC, becausehe knew t]hatresources for this
kind of analytical projectat FBIHeadquarters were limited. In addition; :he
said thathe wanted FBI Headquarters to share histheory with other elements :of the Intelligence Community to see if anybody else had _myinformation to:
corroborate his theory. 7_
. .
...

..

• .
_

7_In the summer of 2003, the OIG receivednew allegations from a former FBI
confidential informant whose.control agent had been Williams. The former infon_ant_
alleged that he had informed Williams in October 1996that he was concerned that a terrorist
could use crop duster airplanes as weapons and that one of the subjects of the Pheenix EC
and other Middle Easterners were attending flight schools in Arizona. The former informant
also said that he believed Williams had written the Phoel_ix EC because in May 2001 the
informant had raised complaints with the Phoenix FBI abo,ut how it handled him as an
informant and why he was closed as an informant in 1999: Tile former informant also
alleged that a reporter had called Williams in June or July 2001 .about the former informant's
information concerning Middle Eastern matters.
We reviewed the. former informant's allegations and did not find evidence to support
them. There is no mention in a May 2001 memorandum that describes the FBI interview of
(continued)
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..

•
Williams stated that he also knew that there weresome."inherent legal
issues" withthe recommendations in.the EC because he believed that concerns
about racial.profiling would .have to be addressed. Moreover, ihe said thai:he
was not aware at the timewhether the FBI had the authority to review the.visa
information.of thousands of people.applying tocivil aviation uaaiversities and
collegesin.the United States, as.he had recommended in. the EC.
•After the Phoenix EC was completed and sent, Williams did not contact
•anyone atFBI Headquarters or in New York to discuss its conients orcheck the
status of theleads in ACS.
": "
D.

FBI Headquarters' handning of the Phoenix EC

Although the EC is dated July 10, the Phoenix Divisi0n did not upload
the EC-into ACSuntil the aftemoon of Friday, July 27, 2001 The Phoenix
FBI also mailed the paper copy to FBI Headquarters around July 27.
ACS records show that, because of the case designation .listed onthe
Phoenix EC, the lead. for FBI Headquarters was initial[lyrouted electronically.
through, the"ITOS electronic routing table to a.general ITOSlead bucket that:.
washandled by an ITOS administrative unit. :The.lead was-.no,tdirectly routed
to the RFU or the UBLU.V2.•An IA in the administrative .unit in ITOS was.
responsible for checkingthe ITOS general lead. bucket regularly and.
electronically assigning, these kinds of leads to the appropriate person .wittfin
ITOS.
(continued)
the former informant that the former informant claimed he had. provided information to.
Williams about terrorists using planes .as weapons or MiddleEastemers :inflight schools.
Williams also told us that the former informant never discussed any concems about terrorists
using airplanes as weapons or concerns about Middle Easteme,rs in flight schools. The
former informant's informant file contained no information about reports regarding Middle
Easterners and flight schools., In addition, Williams said that he never spoke to the reporter
whothe•former informant said had called Williams, and that he was not prompted to 'write
the Phoenix EC because of a phone call from any such reporter.
72At the time, the electronic routing table in ACS for the Counterterrorism Division
was set up to automatically route leads associated with cases with the type of case number
designated on the Phoenix EC to an administrative unit in ITOS rather than to a particular
operational unit.
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1.

Assignment to theRFU

on the morning of Monday, July 30, ,.001, t:he ITOS IA accessed inACS
the text of the Phoenix EC. ACS shows that on that same claythe ITOS IA
assigned the lead in ACS toEllen, an IOS in the RFU who was listed .,second
on the attention line of the EC.
.

'

,._

'

The ITOS IA told the OIG that he did not recall the Phoenix EC ,or
assigning the lead, but that his practice was to review the text of the le,ad and
the person or persons !isted on the attention line to determine to whom to.
assign the lead. The EC indicated that it related to an "IT-Other" matter and
these cases fell.under the RFU. The ITOS IA said that he sometimes consulted
with his unit chief if he was unsure to whom to as,iign the lead, but hesaid he
did iiot recall whether he did so in this case.
,,-

.

.

.

..

.

-.

. Ellen told the OIG that she pullted the Phoenix EC up in ACS, printed a
copy,and read it 73 She said that, after reading it, she thought that the EC
::
.... should be reviewed by the UBLU, not by her unit, because the EC discussed
.
Bin Laden and a! Qaeda, which were the responsibility of the UBLU.
..

i =
Ellen therefore discussed the EC with one of the IOSs who worked in the
.... UBLU,: who we call Jane. Ellen said.she recalled asking Jane if she should
.:i.: transfer the lead to Jane, and that Jane stated that she didnot have time to look
at it then. Ellen saidthat Jane asked if she coutd get back to Ellen in a week.

.

Ellen said thatshe therefore c0nsulted with Jrane about a week later. ACS
records show that Jane downloaded the Phoenix EC from ACS on Aul_stT,
2001. According to Ellen, she and Jane discussed the tremendous effort that
they thought would be needed to implement the recommendations in the EC.
Ellen said that they also discussed whether they would be able to implement
the recommendations because they believed[ that the-FBI's attomeys hi the
NSLU would consider it racial profiling to send leads to the field to collect
information about Middle Eastern men who happe.ned to be attending schools
related to civil aviation.
Ellen said that Jane agreed that Jane should handle the Phoenix EC.
Ellen told the OIG that she remembered Jane saying she wanted to do more
v3Ellentold theOIGthat sheneverreceivedahard copyof the PhoenixEC.
. .

. .
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research on FBi investigations to determine what othe,r connections might exist
between Bin Laden, al Qaeda, and aviation, andthen, depending upon the
results of that research, perhaps disseminate it. Ellen said that Jane also told
her that she also wanted to speak with her supervisor lind decide what actionto
take on the Phoenix EC.
Ellen saidthat, after talking with Jane, she closed the lead in ACS on
August 7, 2001, indicating in ACS that Jane was plamaing to conduct addi-tional
research before proceeding: ACS shows that Ellen wrote in the "disposition"
field for the lead that the lead was "covered-consulted with UBLU, noaction at
this time, will reconvene on this issue." Ellen said that after she and Jane
discussed the issue, they agreed to "revisit" the issue later once Jane had_done ,
Some research and had a betteridea of how to proceed. Ellen also said that she
closed the lead rather than asking anIA to reassign tl_e lead to Jane because she
knew that it would take some time for the necessary research to be done, and
that the RFU unit chief- Don- had instructed RFU employees, that leads ihad to
be closed in-a timely manner.
..

Ellentold the OIG that she thought that the theorylpresented in the EC.
was "interesting," but that she, like Jane, believed that further :research needed
to be conducted before any action was taken on the Phoenix EC. Ellen also
asserted, "It was a theory thatcertainly needed to be:explored more fully before
disseminating it tO the [Intelligence Community] as fact or not." In addition,
Ellen saidthat she believed that attorneys in the FBI'sNational Security Law
Unit (NSLU)would have had to review the Phoenix EC before any action
could be taken on it because the issue of racial profiling was "hot"
..
When we asked Ellen whether she considered referring tlhe Phoenix EC
to thelSD to research and analyze, she stated that.the RFU did!not have an ISD
analyst assignedto it at the time. Ellen acknowledged that it would have been
possible for the ISD to assign an IRS analyst to do strategic re,;earch regarding'
the EC, but she believed the EC should firstbe referred to the UBLU, since the
EC's focus was al Qaeda and it was the UBLU's prerogative to decide howto
proceed on it.
Ellen told the OIG that she did not recall consulting with her supervisor
in the RFU, an SSA who we call "Chris," about how to handle the Phoenix EC,
or showing it to him. She said that she might have mentioned it in passing to
Chris, but it was common for IOSs to close leads without supervisory input.

7O

Chris was an SSA assigned tothe RFU from the sunamer 0f 2000 until
September 10, 2001, when he left FBI Headquarters_ Ctmis told the OIG that
he never saw or discussed the Phoenix EC with anyone prior to September 11.
Don was the unitchief of the RFU at this time. He joined the FBI in
1987'and was assigned to theRFU inMay 2001. Don said that he first leamed
of the Phoenix EC onlyafter the September 11 attacks. He indicated that .:
neither Ellen nor anyone else mentioned the EC to him before September _11
He saidthat on average he reviewed 30 to 45 ECs a day that were assigned to
theRFU, andbecause of the vast amount of inteIligence data that:hadito _be
• analyzed by the seven IOSs in the RFU, _the RFU had torely on theirjudgrnent
, to accurately priofitize the information. Donstated that if hehad seen the
"PhoenixEC before September 1:1,he would have discussed its
_
recommendations with his UBL.counterpar_, then .forwarded the EC to theITOS Section.Chief,.Michaet Rolince, for a decisiion on.the course of action .to
take on the EC.
_
:
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Assignment to the UBLU
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Jane's handling of the EC

:.

._
Asnote d .above, E!lenreassigned the Phoenix EC to Jane, an lOS in the
" UBLU. In addition, the hard copy version ,ofthe EC, which Phoenix had
mailed to FBIHeadquarter s, also was assigned to Jane. According to Jane, on
or abOut July 30, an IA in theRFU delivered the hard copy of the Phoenix EC
to Jane. Jane provided the OIG with thecopy that she received from the IA,.
whic h Jane had initialed to indicate receipt.
-,

:.Jane told the OIG that she:also recalled discussing the EC with Ellen.
Jane said that after sheread the EC, she told Ellen that she. agreed that it made
more sense for the UBLU, rather than RFU, to handle it because of the
•references to Bin Laden.
Jane told the OIG that she did not believe that there was a sufficient
"factual predicate" to justify taking any irmnediate action on the.EC, such as
disseminating it to the Intelligence Community. Jane asserted that based on
what.was in the EC she did not believe that Subject No. 1 ihad.a strong
connection to Bin Laden. She said that the investigation of Subject NO. 1 was
opened as an Islamic Army of the Caucuses/Ibn Khattab matter, and, according
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to Jane, _"tbnKhattab has never taken operational directions ifom Usama Bin
Laden." She said that, according to the EC, the primary evidence of the
connection was .that Subject No. 1 was a member of A1-Muhjiroun and hada •
picture of Bin Laden on his wall. She stated that she confirmed with Ellen that
•while A1-Muhjiroun verbally supported Bin Laden, the FBI had not developed
any evidencethat A1,Muhjiroun had provided any operational support to Bin
Laden.74
..

.

.

•

.

In addition, Jane told the OIG that she recalled concluding that the
factual•predicate was weak because many of the individuals who were listed in
the EC as associated with SubjectNo. 1 were •thesubjects of onlypreliminary
inquiries, not:full investigations. Jane said that based on what she saw in the
EC andknew about Bin Laden, she did not see the connection between Bin ••
Laden•andSubject No. 1 orthe other subjects of the EC. She stated that ,;he
did not feel "comfortable at this stage going forward with the theory that we
think these individuals from these countries are coming here sent by UBL,•
when the preponderance of evidence indicates that these pe0pJteare aligned
with A1-Muhajiroun and Ibn Khattab." She said that being as,;ociated•with Ibn
Khattab "didnot equate" with being associated with Bin Laden.
•

.

.

..

.

Jane said that the fact that the Phoenix EC repol"ted thata large number•of
Middle Eastern men were training in U.S. aviat_ion-related schools did not•
strike her asSignificant because it was wellknown that Middle Eastern men
have historically trained in U.S. flight schools because they arecheaper and
better than other right'schools around theworld. She, suggested thatbefore
September 11, even Someone of investigative interest training in a U.S. school
in an aviation-related field didnot necessarily raise a red flag.
-.

Jane said that she toldEllen that she needed to do some research befbre
she took any action on the EC. According to Jane, she initially thought of a
handful of steps she wanted tOtake based on•her knowledge of ongoing cases
within the FBI. Jane said that she wrote• a "to do" list on a yellow post-it note
and attached •itto her copy of the EC. Shesaid she thought that there were at
74Mark, who had been the case agent in New York on the FBI's investigation of the A1Muhjiroun, told the OIG that the New York Division had closed its ease on A1-Muhjiroun
long before September 11 because the FBI was not able to establish that A1-Muhjiron_had
engaged in terrorist activities or supported terrorist activities.
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least four items on the list, but she •could not specificallyremember all of
them. 75 However, she said she recalled that one of the items on the list was to
review the FBI's information on Essam A1 Ridi, a :former personal pilot for Bin:
Laden who testified for the government in the trials against the persons
responsible for bombing the U.S. embassies in East Africa :inAugust 1998, to
see if al Qaedahad undertaken any similar initiatives as these discussed in the
Phoenix EC.
•.

.

• .

.

Because the EC included reformation about Subject No. 2, who had
previously lived and studied in the United Sl_atesandhad ties to suspected
.
terrorists arrested a few weeks prior, Jane said that she immediately thought of
an issue being researched by anIRS in anFBI field office. We call the IRS
"Lynn."7
6 Lyrmhad been involved with the:field office's intelligence
investigation of Subject No. 2 when he lived in the area. Asnoted in t]heEC;
two al-Qaeda operatives Were arrested in Bahrain at the end[of June 21301who
had been planning an operation to bomb the U.S. embassy _mdmilita13,:forces
.... in Saudi Arabia.

At the time of their arrest , they were in possession

ofa

,_:_: passport containing the name of a person believed tObe a relative of Subject
No. 2.
..

..

_:;.::
In June 2001, Jane had asked Lynn to review her field office's case file
_. on Subject No. 2 to try to findconnecfions between Subject: No. 2 and his
....associates in the state where the field office was located and the two al Qaega
operatives arrested in Bahrain. Jane told the OIG that she was familiar with
this field office's investigation of Subject No. 2 ant,]several of his associates
who were living in the area. She said that she knewthat Subject No. 2 andlhis
associates had attended civil aviation school in the UnitedStates and were
employed by a Saudi airline company, although she did notbelieve that
•

,

7s In November 2001, Jane was interviewed about the EC by an OIG Special Agent who
conducted a preliminary review regarding the Phoenix EC. Jane said that she gave;theEC
with the post,it note on it to the OIG Special Agent. The Special Agent confirmed that Jane
gave him the EC along with the note, but he was not able to locate the post-it note when.he
retrieved the original EC several months later.
76Lynn had been an IRS with the FBI for approximatel[y two years at the time of the
Phoenix EC. She handled all counterterrorism-related analytical work for the FBI field
office inwhich she was employed.
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Subject No. 2 was a pilot. She said that she thought that Lynn might be aware
of something in what she was researching about Subject No. 2"s contacts Jinthe
area of the field office that could support the theory in the Phoenix EC.
As a result of the arrest of the two al Qaeda operatives in Bahrain, Jane
also was dealing with Williams' supervisor whowe call "Bob," and with
agents in the Phoenix Division other than Williams on Phoenix's Subject No. 2
investigation, which was closed at the time. She stated that the FBI Phoenix
Division had been asked to follow up on matters in the SubjectNo. 2
investigation that had been left unfinished, such as documents that had been
collected from several sources but never read or analyzed, in addition, Jane
stated that she had been in contact with the Phoenix Division about locating a p
source who previously had been married to a woman who:was married to a :•
family member of Subject No. 2.
However, Jane told the OIG that she did not have any contact with
Williamsabout the Phoenix EC and that her only•contact with Bob about the
EC was viae-mait: On August 6, 2001, Jane sent an e-mail toBob askingifhe
hadanyObjection to her sending the Phoenix EC to Lynn. Bob repliedviaemail the same day that he did not have any objection.
•

.

.

Thenext day, Jane sent the PhOenix EC to Lyml' In an e-mail message
attachectto the EC, Jane stated: "1thought it would be interesting to you
considering some of the stuff you were coming up with in [your field office].
Let me•know if anything strikes you." Jane tokl the OIG that she wanted to
know if Lynn saw any similar patterns between the associates of Subject No. 2
that she was researching in her area and the individuals discussed in the
Phoenix EC. However, Jane did not assign ale, ad to Lyrm, nor did she call
Lynn about the Phoenix EC either before or after she e-mailed it to her.
b.

Lynn's response

Lyrm told the OIG that she received the Phoenix EC and Jane's e-rnail,
and she read them. Lynn stated that she believed that Jane sent her the EC
because Jane was aware of her field office's earlier investigation of Subject
No. 2 and several of his associates, Lynn said that in these investigations, the
FBI observed some trends, such as that all of the sul_iects were of Saudi
descent, were employed by Saudi airlines, and were iinVolvedwith aircraft•
maintenance or had pilots' licenses, •andthat the Saudi airline company was
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paying for their training. Lynn said•that the.investigation also had revealed that
the.subjects were calling various gun dealers and.gun shops. She said that the
FBI personnel.involved,in the.investigation., questioned whether the subjects .
were using Saudi .airlines to transport weapons, but that nething further_had '
developed in the investigations to support this theoryand that the field Office
investigation was closed. Accordingto Ly_m, by the time the name of Subject ....
No•. 2 resurfaced in June 2001 based on •the arrest of the two al Qaeda
operatives in Bahrain, he had not been in her area for approximately three:
.years. .
.
. .
.Lynn said that,, although .she did not recall speaking with Jane aboutthe
". EC, she believed that Jane was passing the EC to.lher.for informational. .purposes. Lynn. said that she .was interested in whether there was. any . ..: i..
information in-the EC that would inform the workthat she was doing on -:: .
Subject N61...2at.the time, butthat after reading the EC, she concludecl that it
-.
did not affect her investigation,. She said she considered it good.informationto .
.... know and-that it. was.a "piece. of the puzzle." She said thai:based on her work
._._....-_;:_
onthe matter of Subject No. 2, she was not aware of any information
supporting.Williams' theory that MiddleEasterners were receiving aviation.
training for the. purpose ofconductingterrorist activity. Stie stated that it.was.
:
"'no big secret" that Arab nationals received aviation training in file United
..._. :States. She. said that for these reasons, she ,didnet respondto Jane' s e--mail..
•

..
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.

.
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c.

UBLU

"

...

.

.

.... Jane said that, in addition to sending the EC, to Lynn, she talked to the
SSA with whom she worked in the UBLU who we call Rob, and told him,
briefly about the EC. Jane told the OIG thatshe could not recall whelher she,.
provided a copy of the EC to him. 77 She said that she explained•to Rob that she
believed that she should do some research before ,deciding to act on the EC.
•According to Jane, Rob concurred with her course of action.
..

77Jane laterinformedtheOIGthat she handedthePhoenixEC to Rob,that he skimmed
the synopsis,andthat he listenedto her summaryof the documentandproposedcourseof
action.
..
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Rob was Jane's SSA and also •the Acting Unit C,hief of the UBLU at the
time. Rob, an FBI agentsince 1990, had been assigned to the UBLU since
1999. He was the Acting Unit Chief of the UBLU from June 28, 2001, until
September 10,2001. He told the OIG that he routinely reviewed dozens of
ECs on any given day, and he often relied on the judgment of Jane and other
IOSs concerning: intelligence decisions.
..
Rob said that he remembered Jane coming to him in the second week of
August. 2001 and telling him briefly about the Phoenix EC. He said that he.
also recalled her. saying that she believed some preliminary research needed to
•be done before proceeding. He saidthat he.did not see a copy of theEC,.but
based on Jane's description, concurred: with her decision to. conduct .some.
initial research.before taking any other steps. Rob said he did not discuss: the
Phoenix.EC with: anyone, else. "
.
• According to Jane, she intended to address the Phoenix EC as time
permitted.. However, she said that she believed it woTaldtakea significant
amount of time to do.the research necessaryto deternl_ne an appropriate .
response to the EC. She said that she was notableto return to the EC between
August7 and September 11 because of her hea,_ workloadat the time. In: .
addition tothe work generated by the al Qaeda operatives arrested in earfier in
the summer in Bahrain, she said that other, matters atthe time were of a higher
priority than the Phoenix EC, such as another would'be al Qaeda "bomber"."
who was arrested in a foreign country, analysis of information received from a
number of sources on the brother of a key Bin Laden ltieutenant, and several.al
Qaeda-related threats of imminent attack, She statedthat the entire UBLUwas
•flooded with leads and requests concerning Bin Ladenand also was handling
"dozens" of leads on a daily basis associated with the attack on the U.S.S. Cole
that had occurred in Yemen in October 2000.
•

.

..

When we asked Jane why she did not refer the Phoenix EC to the ISD for
analysis,, she said she did not recallever .thinking that she should refer theEC
to the analytical unit within the ISD.. Jane noted that at.the time the Phoenix
EC was sent to FBI Headquarters, no IRS was assigned to the UBLU from the
ISD. The last IRS assigned to the UBLU had arrived in February 200 l, but
had transferred in early July 2001 toanother unit.. The ISD had not replaced
her.
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' Jane, who had been an IRS for approximately six months before',
becoming an lOS, told the OIG that she had planned to conduct the necessary
analysis with respect to the theory presented by Williams because she did not
believe there was anyone in the ISD to do this kind Ofresearch and anaIysis.
When asked if she could have made a request of the ISD for assistance, despite
no one being specifically assigned to UBL matter,;:,Jane responded that,in
other instances where her unithad asked for research from the ISD, it wasnot
able to provide the supportrequested because it lacked adequate personnel to
do so.
i

'

•

Jane said that she did not recall seeing the P]hoenix EC again untilafter
September 11.
.
:
_ _
The two other individuals in the UBLU who wereiisted on the attention
•

line of the EC" Frankand Matthew- told the:OIG that_they did not see the
Phoenix EC before September 11. ACS records also show that_they didnot
accessthePhoenix EC before September 11 ACS records',also show thatno
other FBI Headquarters employees accessed the Phoenix EC before
,_i:_ ,September 11.
:_
_::::

E.

The New York Division's handling :of 1theEC

The Phoenix EC also was routed by hard copy and tl_:ough ACS to the
FBI's New York Division. Williams told the OIG that he sent the EC to the
New York Division because it was the focal point for Bin ]Ladenmatters in the
FBI. At the time, the New York Division was working several criminal and
intelligence cases related to Bin Laden's terrorist activities.
• •
Williams told the OIG that, by sending the EC to the New York office, he
was seeking the expertise and knowledge of the office, not simply infigrming it
of his theory. Williams saidthat he was anticipating•an analysis of his theory
from those in the FBI with more expertise and experience 'with Bin Laden
matters, including the New York Division.
The "attention" field of the EC contained the names of two New York
FBI agents, who we call Jay and Mark, and the lead was designated a,; "read
and clear." As discussed above, within the FBI read and clear leads are
considered for informational purposesand dOnot require any specific action.
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Based on the electronic routing table in ACS, in New York the lead was
initially routed to the Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC) for the New
York FBI's Counterterrorism Program. The ASAC's secretary was responsible
for assigning leads routed :tothe ASAC. On July 30, 200 t,she assigned the
lead to a New York international terrorism squad based on the case number.
'.

According to witnesses we interviewed in New "York,the volume of read
and clearleadsreceived each day by the New York office was enormous. 78
Squad secretaries were usually responsible for assigning "readand clear" leads
directedto their squads. Leads were assigned to specific agentsbased onthe
names listed in the "attention" section of the EC, the c,ase number, or the
content of the EC. The Phoenix EC lead, however, was never assigned in ACS
to a particular agent. The secretary of theNew York international terrorism
squad that had been assigned the lead closed the lead :inMarch 2002. 79
The New York office'shard copy of the Phoenix EC was routed to the
international terrorism squad that handledBin Laden investigationsi where it
was provided to Jay; the firstNew Yorkagent listed on the EC. Jay had been a
special agentwith the FBI since 1976 and had worked on international
: :i
terrorismmatters since 1984. Since 1996, he was assiigned tothe squad that:
handled Bin Laden,related investigations, working primarily criminal
investigations.8°
Jay told the:OIG that the Phoenix EC was routed to his mail folder by the
squad secretary. He said he recalled reading it in August 2001. He said that he
did not know Williams and never spoke to him either before or after Williams
wrote the EC. Jay said he assumed that Williams listed his name on the EC
because he was one of the agents who worked on the Bin Laden squad in New
York.

78We were told that in 2003 the squad that handled Bin Laden matters received
approximately 3,300 leads.
79We were told that "read and clear" leads often were not closed in ACS for sew_ral
months due to the lack of clerical support.
80The Phoenix EC addressed Jay as the SSA of the squad. He was one of two "relief'
supervisors who filled infor the SSA when he was notin the office. At the time, the SSA
was out of the office on extended medical leave.
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Jay told the OIG that he did not believe that:Williams' •theory was based
in fact: He asserted that a "glaring deficiency" wasthe implication that Bin
Laden had a support network in Arizona. Heasserted that there had been a
terrorist cell that was active inArizona, but that this was irt the 1980s before al
Qaeda existed. He said that based on what was w_fittenin llheEC about Subject
No. l's connections to Bin Laden -that Williams was basing the connection on:
what Subject No. 1 had said intwo interviews- Jay believed that Subject No.
l's connection to Bin Laden was "tenuous, at best?' Jay stated that if it had
been his responsibility to address the Phoenix EC, he would have "taken issue"
with it and Would have written back that he believed that the theory mad
conclusions were "faulty." He added that the FBI Was well aware that Bin
Laden had individuals work.ing for him withpilottraining and that Middle
Easterners commonly received flighttrainingin the United States. He said he .....
was not awareof anything that supported the theory espoused in the EC.
...

,.:_-Jay said that he reviewed the recommendations and sawthat the
..
requested actionsin the EC were for FBI Headquarters toaddress. He saidthat
:_,:_,._...
he believes he may:have discussed the EC with some of his colleagues and that
they agreed .-that.the recommendations were something for FBI Headquarters:to
•
address, Jay told the OIG that he didnot contactWilliams or.anyone else in .
Phoenix to.discuss the EC.
"
•..

.,_'_
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•
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..
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•

.
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M_k, theother agent listed on the attention line on•tlhePhoenix EC, was
assignedto the :international terrorismsquad that handted cases that were.
.
managedby the RFU, Mark told the OIG that he did not see the Phoe,nix EC
until after September 11,2001. ACS records confirm that he did not access the
Phoenix EC until after September I 1.
Except for an analyse and an auditor inNew York who reviewed the
Phoenix EC in•connection with searches unrelated to•the Phoenix EC, and the
secretary who accessed the EC to assign the lead, we found no evidence :that
anyone else in New York read the Plioenix EC or did anytJhing with•regard to
it. 81

81ACS shows that an auditor and an IRS on a squad• not related to Bin Laden cases
accessed the Phoenix EC during this time period. They both said the EC did not relate to
what they were researching, and they did not do anything with it.

,
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III. OIg analysis
This Section analyzes the handling of the Phoenix EC by the FBI, We
believe, and the FBI has acknowledged, that the Phoenix. EC did not receive
the sufficient or timely analysis that it deserved, and it:was not disseminated, as
it shouldhave been, for consideration and input by others in the FBI and tile
Intelligence Community.
..

,.

..

.

.

•While the FBI analysts who reviewed the EC did not give it timely
attention, wedo not believe their individual failings were the mainsource .of
the problem with the handling of the EC. Rather, the deficienc,ies in its
handling were caused in greater part by critical systernic failings in the way
that intelligence information andrequests for assistance were handledby the
FBI priOr to: September 11. In this section, wediscuss these systemic problems
before evaluating the actions of the individual employees who came in contact
with the EC.
..

A.

Systemic problems

Before discussingthe systemic failings evidenced by thchandling of the :PhoenixEC, itis important to note what the Phoenix EC was not, tt was :not an
immediate warning about a terrorist plot, and it did net reveal information
aboutthe SePtember .11 attacks or those who commit_Iedthe atllacks.8z The EC
itself was W0rdedto Convey that Williams Was proposing atheory rather than a
warning or a threat. Williams designated it as "routine" because he did not
have anyinformation of a specific threat or pending attack. He said that he
was putting forth "an investigative theory'or "hunch," and he was seeking an
analytical product or feedback in response to his thcoIT. He did not expect that
to happen immediately.
'

Yet, even though it did not contain an immediate warning and was
marked routine, Williams' information and theory warranted strategic analysis
from the FBI, which it did not receive, and timely distribution, which it diidnot

82In preparedremarksfor congressionaltestimonyon May8, 2002,formerITOS
SectionChiefMichaelRolincenotedthat "it shouldbe stressedthat noneof the individuals
identifiedby Phoenixwereconnectedto the 9/11attacks,nor didthe leadsstemmingfrom
that EC uncovertheimpendingattacks." (Emphasisin original.)
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receive. While we cannot say that better •handling of the•PZhoenixEC would
have uncovered the •September 1_ plot, the EC should have been handled
differently.
.._
:

.

•

I.

.

:Ineffective system for assigning and managing work.

The lead from thePhoenix EC was assigned by an administrative
employee directly to an IOSin the RFU, Ellen, wt_o discussed the matter with
another IOS in the appropriate unit, Jane. Theydecided that Jane would handle
the Phoenix EC. Thereafter, Ellen closed the lead in ACS andnoted that she
and Jane would discuss the matter further in the future. Although Jane briefly
mentioned the Phoenix EC to her supervisor, the IOSs made independent
judgments about what needed to bedone to address the requests in the:Phoenix
EC and who to notify about it. Jane also decided when she;would work on the
Phoenix EC. We found that neither Ellen's direct supervisor (Chris) nor Jane's
supervisor (Rob)ever received or reviewed the Phoenix EC. Nordid any other
supervisor

.

in FBI Headquarters._

And asof

completed any work on the Phoenix EC.
iwe found that the assignment

ofthe

Septembe

r 11, Jane had notl

_
lead from the Phoenix
.

..,"_

.

EC, the

::_ handling of the Phoenix EC independently by an I,OS, and even the closingof
::_:. the lead did not violate any FBI policies or practice s at the time: In instances
: Where IOSs received leads orintelligence information directly, they were not
required to seek any supervisory input on the infoIxnation that they were:
=
handling.• Witnesses stated that:more significant threat information or•leads
related to important cases usually were:discussed with the ,sSAs,
'"
but t!hatthis
did not occur with everylead or assignment, and it was not required.
For example, Rob, the acting unit chief of the UBLU at the time,, told the
OIG that he often relied on the judgment of IOSs in how _tey handled their
work. As a result, IOSs regularly handled most intelligence information and
other assignments without supervisory input or knowledge. •
Much also was left to the•IOS's discretion in deciding what was a priority
and which projects to focus on. Don, the unit chief Ofthe RFU, said that at the
time, managers relied on IOSs to exercise their judgment in how to pafioritize
their work. The IOSs we interviewed stated that the priorities were determined
by the nature of the work. For example, they said they gave a threat of a
terrorist attack or an emergency FISA request the highest priority. In addition,
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if information was requested by higher level FBI officials or a Section Chief,
that assignment.was given priority2 IOSs explained that, because ofthecrush.
of immediate projects, they were operating with a "triage" approach to their.
workload in which they dealt with crises or problems as they arose and ...
thereafter dealt.with routine matters: As with how they handled their lead,l and.
other assignments, we found that IOSs consulted with their supervisors about
prioritizing their work only when they.deemed .!itnecessary.
..
..

.

We believe-that-although the assigning of the lead .and.handling of.tl_e
Phoenix EC was in accord with UBLU and RFU practices at thetime, these ..
.practices were.significantly flawed. Assigning work directly to IOSs with no.
-".requirement.of supervisory, input or review resulted in a lack of accountability
for addressing leads.and .intelligence information. W_i_thout.supervisory.. , . .
involvement, IOSs were permitted to:determine whatwasa priority, and:even
when and.whether work would be completed. As a.resu!t, there Often was no
check on the decisions being made by.lOSs and.noway to ensare that w.ork or
intelligence that was deemed of a lesser priority- such as the Phoenix ECwas ever..addressed. This system was one in which:important reformation: • _ .
'could easily."'fall through the cracks," not receive timely attention, or not be
brought to theattention of those inside and0utside the,,FBI who had a reason
and a need. to know theinformation.
..
" "
....

:.The.lackof accountability and :supervisory involvement ,was compounded
by the fact that. the.FBI's computer system, ACS, was. n6t setup toensure that
all addressees on an EC were even made aware of the EC. Only individuals..
assigned.leads associated with the. EC would be:notified electronically of the.
;document's existence: This. meant .thatwhen the. EC and leads were uploaded,
the EC would not be seen bya supervisor, even if the supervisor was an..
addressee on the attention line, unless the supervisor searched ACS for the
document. Nor was there any assurancethat the persons listed on the attention
line of the EC would ever receive notification about it. Since FBI emPloyees
did not search ACS on a regular basis for documents [hat might be addressed to
•them, they did not learn about.leads .or other intelligence information assigned
to them:
As a result, we found that none.of the supervisors listed on the Phoenix
EC saw it before September 11. Important judgqnents were made about how to
handle the Phoenix EC -which IOS would address the Phoenix EC, closing the
lead instead of reassigning it, sending the EC to.only one person for review, not
82
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conducting any research on the recommendations suggested in the EC while:
other matters were being handled" none of which involved any supervisory
input. -This, in our view, is not an appropriate system for handling such
important information,
_
•

:

The FBI recognized this problem after September 11 and changed the
way it handled such informationi Rotince told the OIG that once he becarne
aware ofthe PhoenixEC after_September 11,and ieamedhow it had been
handled, he instructed that leads in ITOS had to be assigned to supervisorsand
could notbe assigned :only to lOSs.
,
i ....

-

In addition to deficiencies in the:supervis0r3r process, we als0 believe that
: theFBI,s practice and policies regarding closing of leads were fauityi: As
evidenced by the handling of thePhoenix EC, leads could be closedWithout
any Work being doneon them, other than reassignment to someone else ......
•

....

.

.

.

•

.

:

.,

•

.

.

•.

,

A contributing factor to the ineffective management of the work:
:i_ assignments in ITOS was the FBI practice of rotating supervisors through FBI
:=
Headquarters on axelatively:short basis. We foundthat supervisors t-ypicaHy....
_
stay in FBI Headquarter s fortw 0 years or less, an d SSA positions and unit
, ..... chiefPositions often remain unfilled for months at afime. By contrast, lOSs
remain in ITOS on a permanent basis and _re therefore relied upon for their
._

"....

expertise and institutional knoWledge'about counti_rterrorism programs, •. ,•
intelligence onFBI targets, relationships with other intelligence agencies, and
how FB1 HeadquartersworksAs
a result, IOSs sometimes manage
themselves. While we believe that many IOSS are capableand dedicated FBI
employees, the tumoverof rnanagers in FBI leaves a gap ua IOSs' supervision,
in addition to making it difficutt for managers robe effectfve and
knowledgeable about their subject areas belbre they are sent to a new
assignment.
•
2.

Lack of adequate Strategic analytical capabilities
.

.

Webelieve the Phoenix EC warranted strategic analysis. It never was
subjected to.any such analysis before September 1[I. Ellen and Jane algeed that
Jane wouldhandle the Phoenix EC,but Jane did not refer it to the-entity at the
FBI that was assigned to conduct strategic analysis, the ISD. She said she..
decided not to refer it to the ISD for analysis and instead keep it for herself to
work on when she had time. She believed that the ISD did not have sufficient
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capability to perform timely analysis. At the time, the FBI had no lRS in the •
ISD specifically assigned to handle matters involvingBin Laden, despite the
importance ofthat assignment. As we discuss in:more detail below, while the
handful of analysts who worked in the ISD were supposed to perform strategic
analytical functions, most of their time was spent assi,;ting on case-related
matters.
.
Thiswas a significant failing. A critical component of the work of the
FBI's Counterterrorism Division is analysis. Although case-related analysis :also called "tactical" or "operational" analysis- is crucial to bringing criminal
cases to thepoint of arrest and prosecution and to determining thrOugh
intelligence information whether a•particular targetor group may be planning;
an imminent terrorist act, strategic analysis is equally important to the FBI's
counterterrorism mission. Strategic analysis involves drawing conclusions and
predictions about terrorist organizations andlikely methods of attack base,d on
all sources of information. It is critical to the•FBI's ability to be proactive
. instead

of reactive

as:well as toset

investigative

priorJities.

It is ais0 critical

for

identifying intelligence gaps in information about a terroristgroup or target,
•

.

_

.

.

Since September 11, theFBI has acknowledgedlthat itiacked an effective
Strategic analysiS program for internationalterrorism prior tOSeptember 11. :In
congressional testimony,: Director Muellerac_Lowledged the FBI's analytical
capabilities prior to September I 1 were "inadequate." He stated that theFBI's
analytical capability "[was] not where it should be." Since then, the FBI:has
focused attention on improving its analytical functions. 83
•
Prior to September 11, the FBI's strategic',analytical capabilities were
extremely limited. The FBI did not regularly prepare analytical products that
predicted trends, explained patterns, or identified national security
•
vulnerabilities with respect to international terrorism. 84

83The OIG is in the process of completing a comprehensive review of FBI's analyst
program and it is tentatively scheduled to be completed in September 2004.
84A striking example of the FBI's failing in this regard is documented in a September
2002 OIG audit report which found that the FBI had not perfo!xned a comprehensive
national-level assessment of the threat and risk of terrorist attack, despite having promised
Congress that it would do so following a September 1999 General Accounting Office
(GAO) report. As of September 11, 2001, the FBI had developed a draft: of a report that was
(continued)
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•

This lack of strategic analytical capability undoubtedly affected how the
Phoenix EC was handled, Instead of being able tosend the EC to a unit that
had sufficient expertiseandresources to assess the theory laid out by Williams,
Jane kept it to herself, hoping to find the time to taarnto it amid the __ash of
other duties. She was not able to do so before September 11.

•

.

.:.

':
_.:....

• Part of the problemwasthat, in the past, the FBI didnot adequately value
orsupp0rt an analytical program. This _problem was aptly described by one
CIA official-one of several CIAmanagers enlistedby the FBI after
September 11 to 'help turnaround the FBI's analyticaI program- as "a lack of a
culture ofanalysis." The FBI was composed predominantly of agents who
perf0rmedcriminal investigative work andwho diidnot appreciate the value of
strategic analysis, This was particularly acute in the FBI's. CounterteITorisrn
Program. As aresult, FBI counterterrorism IOSs, SSAsi and managers hada
tendency to rely on their own experience and pro:fessional judgmentrather than
seeking strategic analysis, and the Counterterrorisrn Program focused on
immediate, short-term operational priorities ratherthan strategic analysis ....
.:

. :

.

,

.

.

Strategic analysis was Viewed as:a support fanctionrather than its own
discipline. IOSsand agents employed(IRSs primarily to conduct research and
analysis projects in support of on-going investigations or l_,rosecutions. Wt_ile
this research and analysis often involved complex and time-consuming work;
such as reviewing information collected as a result of a FISA warrant or
establishing the connections between targets in a case based on a review of
telephone records, it was normally in furtherance of a specific investigation,
Furthermore, several IRS employees we interviewed told the OIG that
IRSs often were used to•perform the work t:hat IOSs did•not like to do, such :as
conducting name searches in ACS •orperforming research on:the•Intenaet. A
(continued)
purportedly the threat assessment. The OIG reviewed a draft of the :report in May 2002. We
concluded that it Was not a threat assessment because it did not describe the nature of the
terrorist threat, identify critical intelligence requirements, .or make recommendations to any
level ofFBI management. See "A Review ofthe Federal Bureau of Investigation's
:
Counterterrorism Program: Threat Assessment, Strategic Plarming, and Resource:
Management" (May 2002). In January•2003,• the FBI issued an intelligence assessment
entitled "The Terrorist Threat to the U,S. Homeland: An FBIAssessment," whic]h
responded to the recommendations in our September 2002 audit report. •
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CIA manager detailed to the FBI t01d the OIG that IRSswere considered
"second class citizens" at the FBI. This view ofanalysts reduc,ed the ability of
the FBI to conduct the strategic analysis that was needed on projects such as
the Phoenix EC ......
Another example of how the strategic analytical function was subordinate
to the :operational function in the FB]['s Counterterrorism Program is evident in
the fact that 5 IRSs were absorbed into an operational unit in late 2000, when
there were fewer than 20 IRSs devoted to international terrorism at the time.
TheseIRSs were assigned in late 1998 to the UBLUto conduct research and
complete other tasks in support of the investigation and prosecutions stemming
from the embassy bombings in East Africa. These were important assigrmaents
that needed to be done, but they made it more unlikely that strategic analysis,
such as the kind warrantedby the Phoenix EC, would be accomplished.
.... In addition,, the primacy of the operational units, was furt]herdemonstrated
by the fact that the judgments and conclusions of IRSs set forth inanalytical
products could be overruled orb locked:from dissemin:ation by the managers in
the operational units or the ITOS section chief. Witnesses told the OIG.tlaat
operational personnel were permitted to prevent disseJ_nation ofanalytical
:products. Forexample, IRSs told the OIG that a proposal for an analytical report thatwould havediscussed signs thatal Qaeda was plamfing a terrol-ist
attack was :stopped by a New York Field Office. supervisor because of concems
that the information could be subject to discovery in a prosecution.
Witnesses also told the OIG that 'operational units' ability to override the
Conclusions of the IRSs was demoralizing to the anab_icat component. CIA
analysts detailed to the FBI after September 11 to revamp its,analytical
program asserted to the OIG that operational personnel, whose, expertise is
case-oriented and therefore tactically based, should be involved in checking the
facts presented in the analytical product but should not be able to alter or block
the dissemination of analytical results.
While there are legitimate tensions between operational and analytical _
personnel, the FBI had no process before September 11 for addressing conflicts
that arose out of this tension.
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3,

Resources and training: for analysts
,

, ,

.

.

.

..

The FBI's strategic analytical function alsowas under-resourced. This
was demonstrated by the shortage ofiRSs and the lack of training offk_redto
them. We interviewed former iRSimanagers about the resources of the ISD
prior to September 11. The FBI acknowledged ttiat the number of IRSs
working on counterterrorism matters had dwindled prior to September1I.,and
that the few remaining. IRSs were not sufficient te,.address the analytical.needs.
of the ISD.
"

_.

'In i9961_the FBI had hired. 3.6.IRSs in an eftbrt to.boister its intemati0nal
terrorism ana!ytical program. According tOwitnesses, within a year . . .
approximately half of the IRSs had left the program. By mid- 11999,there were
' only approximately 15 international terrorism IRSs, andby mid-2000 there
•were only 10 IRSs devotedto counterterrorism an.alysis185Former IRS "
managers.confirmed to us that only one IRS was assignedto UBL ma_ers in.
_...... 2001., but she transferred to another unitin July 2t)01 . Thus, in the •summer: of!
'
200.1when the Phoenix.EC was received, noIRgwas assigned-to w0rkon'Bin
:

.

.

.

_<- Laden matters. Janepointed"tothisvoid
..._ analysis-of the Phoenix EC..
- ......
•

..

.

"

.

'i"

as onereason she:didnotseek
.
"
. ....

"

.

'
..

.

' ":""
" In addition, we. found that training for analysts at the FBi was ad hoc and
'""- untimely. While special agents were sent to Quantico to the FBI Training '
Academy for a 16,Week course, IRSs did not receive equivalent training at
: Quanticoor elsewhere. IRSs received"mostly on--the,job training until they
could attend a CIA or Defense Intelligence Agency course-on international '
terrorism. For some IRSs,.this did not"occur until _they had been working for.a
year or more. In addition, IRSs told us they had toseek training on their own;
and if they changed program areas they also had to find appropriate training in
the new subject matter. 86_
..

85SomeIRSs leftthe FBI,whileotherstransferredto otherpositionswithinthe FBI.
FBI documentsshowthat 10IRSs becameIOSs in.ITOS,.8 movedto"otherpositionswithin
the FBI, and 13left theFBI..In addition,as discussedabovefive ofthe IRSswho became
IOSSwere administrativelytransferredtothe UBLUafterworking.ena task forcein support
of theembassybombingscase.
•86Whilethis sectionofthereportprimarilyfocusesonresourceandtrainingissuesfor
IRSs, IOSsalsowerenot providedwith adequateresourcesandtraining..
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Counterterrorism IRSs also lacked a clear career: path. They usually were
supervised and managed by agents, who were not trained about the IRS
position, mission, or work product. Moreover, CIA managers detailed to the
FBI to improve its strategic analytical capabilities told the OIG that in order for
analyststo be taken •seriously•,they had•to hold positions of authority. As an
example, they stated that in the CIA one of the Deputy Directors was an
analyst.S7 According to another CIA manager, the lack of a career path for
IRSs was a clear •indication that IRSs were not valued by the FBI.
.,

The result of these deficiencies was a weak and underutilized analytical
function, which in our view contributed to the lack of attention that the Phoenix
EC received when it •was sent to FBI Headquarters.
•
...
..

..

•

•
..

•

4.

Poor information

.

•

flow and information sharing

• The FBI-also has acknowledged, that theI'hoenix EC contained
..
information that should have been disseminated and reviewed.by other parersof
the.FBI.and-the...--_tetligence Co.mmunity; While.the. Phoenix EC did.not-........_
contain information that constituted an i_entthreat
or-warning:ofa.
"
terrorist attack, the FBI should have. obtained input, fmmwithin .and outside:the
FBI to.properly analyze Williams'i theory. However, before Septemberi.1 lthe
Phoenix EC was ....
.not disseminatedwidely within or outside of the FBI.
•

.......

WhenJane received the EC, she decided not todisseminate it
immediately,. She believed itlacked sufficient factual support, to warrant
immediate dissemination, and she said she .decided to conduct somelinifial
research before deciding whether to invest additional resource.s ontheEC.
Because of her other work, she did not begin the research prior to
September. 11.

..-

Her actions were consistent with the FBI's policies and procedures at the
time. As noted above, IOSs were permitted to exercise discretion in handling
their•assignments, including determining what information to share both within
and outside the FBI, without supervisory approval. The FBI provided them no.
guidance or requirements on what type of information should be shared,.,either
87Withinthe CounterintelligenceProgram,the highestpo:sitionheldby an analystwas
SectionChief.
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inside or outside the FBI. Thisleft to the discretion of the individual analyst
deeisionsabout what to do with intelligence infonrnation, such as the l['hoenix
EC.
.

,.

We believe exercise of such significant disc:retion resulted in a failure to
share important information such as the Phoenix EC. Fundamental to,the
effectiveness of an intelligence operation is its abilityto collect and
.,
disseminate information within and outsidethe agency. Such information.is
neededby operational personnel to inform their investigations or other
operational goals. Moreover, inthe analytical process, the more information
that is available about a terrorist organization or a target, the better informed
conclusions andpredictions• about the likely actions of the pers°n °r •
,
•organization, Information should be reviewed, among other things, to
determine what Would be useful _n other FBI investigations, what other
"
personnel Or offices within the agency should be provided with the
.... information,_what would be useful forother government agencies, what would
: be Usefuland appropriate todisseminate to foreigngoverlxments, and what.can
__i': be declassified for use in public alert,s.
_

"

) i

'

_.

,

,

"

• "

But information sharing within.and outside the FBi's Countertelxorism
::_
;:: Program prior to September 11 was piecemeal and ad hoc :rather than
systematic. _Several ofthe CIA managers detailed: to the FBI told the OIG that
_
therewas no "inf0rmafionflow"_within the FBI. Tlae FBI's process fi)r ,
disseminating information was to route information primarily to IOSs, who
then usedtheir own judgment and experience to decide what needed to be
disseminated and to whom. As discussed above, IOSs were operating: wi'th a
"triage" approach totheir workload. They had to identify what infomaation
was the most significant and deal with the crises or problems as they arose; As
aresult, information that did not demand inmaediate attention or did notrelate
to a crisis took significant timeto be addressed, if it was addressed at all.
The•CIA managers we interviewed asserted that an intelligence agency
must set priorities to identify what its information needs and intelligence gaps
are. They said that once priorities and intelligence gaps are identified,
decisions can be made about what information shouldbe collected and who
should receive the information. They expMned that these decisions s]hould
then be communicated throughout the agency as •"requirerrLents."
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Several of the CIA managers also noted that the FBI lackedany priorities
or requirements for the dissemination of informati6n once it was collected, For
example, there was no guidance concerning what types of information were
required to be disseminated or included in reports to ether intelligence
agencies. •Moreover, there were no requirements that:certain types of:
information be routed to analysts or that anaIystsbe c,opied on particular kinds
of communications. IOSs simply sharedor disseminated the information they
believed needed to be shared based primarily on their prior experience. 88
..

•

lOSs we interviewed told the OIG that they spent a majority of their time
preparing documentation for requests for FISA warrants.. They alsowere
"
•responsible •forproviding advice and assistance• to the field offices in
connection with ongoing investigations and with responding to threats of •terrorist acts. •They also had to obtain resources to •support,investigations, such
as arranging for translators or preparing documentation for re,allocation of
money. They needed to respond to requests to check telephonenumbers,• •
names,
identifying
about
targets
in FBI
"
_and
..... '_"!other
'-_:....... '_,".
i:....
" .... '. ..... information
' '
' ! .......
- '
" .....
.... of investigations
: •
"
and CIA databases. While the IOSs acknowledged: that cQllection and
dissemination of intelligence information was one of their responsibilities,, they
stated that_as ajob function it was nota priority before September 11.
..

Several IOSs stated that it :was impossible for IOSsto be aware of arid
disseminate every-pieceof ilfformation generated.by every lead because of the
demands of the other responsibilities of their jobs. As a result,; they said that
they had to focus on the most significant information that wasgenerated from: •
important cases or credible threats. Jane, other IOSs, andspecial agents told•us
that the type of•intelligence information that received immediate attention was•
that generated from explicit threats of an attack or other terrorist act,
information that a terrorist who was in custody was being brought to the United
States, or intelligence intercepts by another agency that led to a nameand
phone number in the United States of a target. Other information was handled
if there was time.

88We also discuss the FBI's lack of policies and procedures for information sharing in
our December 2003 OIG audit report, •"The Federal Bureau of Investigation's Efforts to
Improve the sharing of Intelligence and Other Information" (December 7:003) at 19-20.
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" By contrast, according.to the CIA personnel, the dissemination of •
intelligence information requires fulbtime personnel trained solely for that
purpose. In the CIA, dissemination of intelligence information is handiedby
"reports officers" who,are professional employees', trained in analysis and._
information collection and dissemination.
•

.,

It also was clear in ourreview of the Phoenix EC that the FBI's
•.
pr0cedures.for disseminating information internally were-cumbersome.: At..the.
FBI, many.layers of reviewwere required todistfibute an EC to multiple field . .:
offices. Disseminating an EC to all FBI 'field offices required approvalfrom:
....
several, supervisors and managers, includingithe FBI Director. SeVeral _:
witnessesstated that thereview and approvalprocess nom]ally took several
weeks to eomplete. The CIAemployees detailed to,....,the
FBI to improve the
analytical program whowe interviewed told the OIG that they found the
process for completingan EC .was "difficult" and "'hard."
_
We-believe that the Phoenix EC 'should havebeen shared with the
.

>...
• _..

intelligence Community or parts ofthe Intelligence Community for their input
and analysis. While Williams had advanced only a theory, and there needed!t0
be more analysis .of the recommendations before theywere.adopted, the EC.
:
shouldhaVe been presented to others inthe FBI and the Intelligence
:.... Communityfor their information and analyses. TJhdfact that it was not..
• ,- disseminatedreflected the tongstandingproblemwithin
the FBI ofinformafibn
sharing being ad hoe and piecemeal. Ratherthan relying on the judgment of .
IOSs about what information should be disseminated as they juggle their other
job duties, the FBI should have a system in place to guide, identify, and..
prioritize _thekinds of information that need. to be shared.
• .

.

:

,

_

5.

General complaints about the difficulties of working: in ITOS

•We alsoheard consistently fromwitnesses in ITOS that working there
beforeSeptember 11 was extremely chaoticand difficult. They complained
thatall aspects of their jobs fromputting FISA packages together to
disseminating intelligence to .sending Out ECs to the field -werehampered by
the lack of resources, and poor technology.
IOSs, agents, and managers uniformly told t]heOIG tlhat IOSs dicl not
have sufficient time to handle the workload in ITOS, and that because of the
lack of resources in.ITOS and the demands of operational mattersin the
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.

. ..
.•
:
- ..
. .•

section,they worked extremely long hours on a regular basis, including nights
and weekends: They described being overwhelmed with work, including :" ..
intelligence information that needed.to be.disseminated,.. For.example, they
said that hundreds, of leads.could be generated by any one case.. They stated
that the demands.of a particular case or a particular tN:eat sometimes consumed
all of their time and.attention.for several.days or even weeks, .As previously
discussed, they were operating with a ".triage"appr0ach to their workload.in
which they dealt with crises Orpriority problems, as they.arose.. We found-that
as a result, issues that they considered to be non-priority matters,-such as the
Phoenix.EC, oftenwere placed on the backbumer.

"

.

..

.

FBI and CIA witnesses also uniformlycomplained that..the FBI's
computer system - ACS impeded, the flow of inforrnation. As we-have
discussed in several other OIG.reports, ACS.is a very cumbersome and non-....user-friendly system that discourages its use. 89To disseminate, information
•
within'the FBI was not simply a matter of forwarding an electronic document
.in a point and .click e-mail .environment. Rather, .an IOS would have toprepare
anEC, which required accessing several different, screens..in AcS to. complete
and .then upl0ad.the EC. 9° In addition, witnesses complained [hat ACS
.... ...
especially hampered the flow of information lbecause, it was not a.system
designed to "push". information out to the user, Instead, the user had.tokaow
that information existed in .order to find it.. As discussedabow_, this resultedin
the Phoenix EC not being reviewed by the appropriate individuals, even when
their names were .on the attention line.
•

.

.

.

• ..

•
.

.

.

.

•

.

:

89See, e.g, OIG reports entitled, "The FederalBureau ofInvestigatiion's
Implementation •of Information Technology Recommendations," (September 2003); "FBt's
Management of Information Technology Investments,' (December 20021);"An •Investigation
of the Belated Production of Documents in the Oklahoma City Bombing Case" (March
2002); and "The Handling of FBI Intelligence Information •ReIated to the Justice
Department's Campaign Finance Investigation" •(July 1999).
90Also, as stated above, ECs that were addressed to all field offices required sew_ral
layers of management approval, which also slowed down the process.
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B.

Individualperformance

_

•Wenow turn to the actions of the individuals who were invOlved with the
Phoenix EC. While the •systemic .problems ihampered FBi employees in
handling •informationsuch as the Phoenix EC, and explained to someextent the
reasons that FBI employees didnot adequately respond to it, these systemic
problems do not explain altthe deficiencies we found in the handling o£the
Phoenix EC. _While wedonot believe that anyone:involved With the Phoenix ....
EC atFBI Headquarters committed misconduct, we believe that some of them
made errorsin judgment with respect to some of their actions on the Pih0enix
EC: ..
.

•..

:.

1.

. ..

_ :

--

.

Kenneth Williams

First, we believe that Williams should be commended for his initiative
and for his attempts to apply broad analytical thinking to hiscasework. He
prepared the Phoenix EC based on his experience, intuition, andexpertise, and
.... he sought assistance through theproper channels at FBI Headquarters in
":_: pursuing.his theory. ItwaS FBI. Headquarters' responsibility ": not a.field: •
office's responsibili_ -to,decide: what-.strategic maalysis wasneeded t0:address
.7
the-issues. WilIiams raised and tO ensure that appropriate attention was directed
-.
to the analysis of those issues. Williams deserves praise for, in the midst of.
!::::: handling cases in the field, disceming a pattern that he thought warranted
•
_
review and seeking, to bring that to the attention of others in the FBI.
2.

FBI Headquarters

:

,

• .

a.

Jane

Jane's decision not torefer the Phoenix EC tothe ISD and insteaclto
conduct the necessary research herself did not violate any FBI policies and
procedures at the time. Leads could be assigned and handled without
supervisory input, andmuch was left to IOSs' discretion and judgment about
how assignments were handled and prioritized.
However, wequestion Jane's decision notto :refer the Phoenix EC to the
ISD for analysis. While the FBI's Strategic analytical capabilities were
extremely limited, as we have described above in detail, and no IRS was
specifically assigned to Bin Laden matters, Jane could have., and should have,
referred the Phoenix EC to the ISD for analysis. By all accounts, Jane was
93

:,

hard working and conscientious. •But the Press of other workprevented her
from addressing the Phoenix EC sufficiently. While she said that she did not
think that the ISD coulddo what was necessary to analyze the Phoenix EC
because no IRS was specifically assigned to Bin Laden matters,: she could have
•raised the problem to her supervisor's attention in an attempt to have resources
assigned to analyze the Phoenix EC. Instead, she kept the Phoenix EC to:'
herself, hoping to getto .it when time a11owe& But she did not have time for it.
We believe that,:even if she intended to conduct research on it whentime .....
permitted;she should have provided it to members of the Intelligence
Community for their input on the theories and recomrrtendations it advanced.
_•

b.

Ellen

• Ellen recognized:that the Phoenix EC pertained more to t.heUBLU than
the RFU, and she appropriately •discussed it with Janeand had the matter•
reassigned to her. She also noted in the disposition fielff.of ACS ihow the lead
was beinghandled. Ellen closed the lead, but rather than closing the lead,, she
should havereassi_ed :the:lead to J_e.:: While this was:inot inconsistent:!with
how: leads were handledin ITOS, given the:press_eto close leads in the
: ....
system, it misrepresented the status of the •lead since fl.aenecessary researc,h :had
not yet been completed,•
.......
....
..

.

e.

..

Rob

....

We believe that Jane's supervisor- Rob- shouldhave recognized that
the requests in the Phoenix EC were not typical requests for operational
support in the field andshould have directed the matter tothe ISD. Although
we recognize that the FBI left much to the discretion and judgment of IOSs •
about how they handled their work, it was Rob's responsibility as•a supervisor
to ensure that Jane was handling requests appropriatet[y. Jane briefly
mentioned the Phoenix EC to Rob, but saidhe did not review it, and we do not
believe he sought to ensure that it received adequate attention. We believe •that
Rob should have been more actively involved in Jane's handling Ofthe
Phoenix EC. If he had decided that resources did not exist to address the EC
for several months, we believe that he should have brought the matter to •the
attention of his section chief.
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3. Lynn . . ...
"
..
Jane sent the EC to Lynn, the IRS who works counterterrorism rnatters in
a field office that.had had an investigati0n of Subject No. "'
_., with a note that
read, ?I thought it would be interesting to you considering some-of the stuff
you.were comingup with.in .[your field,office]. Let me know if anything..strikes you,, Jane .did not call Lynn to discuss the Phoenix EC prior to,.sendingLynn-thee,mail, and Lynn...was not assigned a lead with respect to the Phoenix.
EC. Lynn read:the .Phoenix EC, but did not respond to Jane's e-mail, and Jane
did....not.otherwise contact.her..
.. ..... about the.Phoenix E_,,C'
_
-

.

•" .'__.i
....
'";
.... "
" •
;

As discussed above, Lynn hadseveral years._earlier worked on an ....
investigation in-which SubjectNo. 2 hadbeen central, and Subject Ne..:2's.name. hadresurfaced in June of 2001 when.two individuals were detained :in.
Bahrain who.admitted to being al Qaeda operatives and possessed a passport
containing the same last name as Subject No. 2 and a previous address of... . _..•
.Subject No. 2 "Lynntold the OIG
that after Subject No. 2"s name resurfaced,
•"
at the request of Jane she researched their associates from when theyhad lived
nearby. Lyrmtold the O/G thatshe believedJane:hadsenther
the Phoenix- EC
because Subject No l 2 was mentioned in the_.EC.-..!Lynn-explainedthat because
the information inthe.EC about-Subject No, 2 didn0t impact what she was
working:,on and because .she was not aware of any information that supported
Williams'. theory, she did not.respond to the. e-mail.
. .

•

.

Lynnwas not required tOrespond to thee-mail by any formal FI3I policy.
Heractions wereconsistent with others in tlheFBI, whodidn0t address an '
•issue unless a leadwas assigned to themi But we "believe that Jane's request
for Lynn to lether know ifanything struck her warranted some-response, evenif the response was that Lynn had nothing to support the theory espoused in the
Phoenix EC. Instead; Lynn did nothing in response to the e-mail. A response
from Lynn may have caused Jane to take some other step,-to seek furt;her input
from someone else, or to alert Phoenix of the stares. Instead, Lynn did not
communicate with Jane, and the Phoenix EC languished.
4.

Jay
..

Jay, an agent on the Bin Laden squad in the. FBI'sNew York FMd
Office, received and read the Phoenix EC. He told the OIG that he was not •
aware of any information that supported the theory in the EC, and he therefore
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"

did not respond to it, either in •writing or by contacting anyone in the Phoenix
office.• He also stated that he would have "taken issue" with the conclusions if
he had responded. Jay was not required to respond to the Phoenix EC, and :he
did not violate any FBI policies and procedures by not responding.
t

'

Yet, although Jay wasnot required to respond to, the lead set for the New
York:FieldOfficein the Phoenix EC, Williams had asked for_malysis and
comments onhisproposat in the textof the EC. Since.,Jay told ushe felt
strongly that the theory in the Phoenix EC was not supported by the facts, we
believe he should have contacted_Williams or someone in FBI Headquarters to
discuss the EC to provide his view, given the expertise ofthe New Yorkoffice
on issues involving Bin Laden. But given the disorganization and convoluted
way that leads were assigned, andthe prevailing practice not to respond to
leads that were not specifically assigned to an agent, k is not. surprising that: Jay
did not respond.
.
•
•
..
:

....
....
: '

:.

.5.

.

.

FBI management

" :.Finally, we believe it impo_ant tostate ihat the .:failingsin this.case go- '
well beyondany:failings ofthoseindividUalswhocame
in-contact With the"
PhoeniX EC.. In our view, the-failings were"caused in much:larger part by the.
FBI.'s.inadequate.,and inefficient system 'for -analyzing in.telligence information,
and the lack of attention paid by-many levels .of FBI managers to strategic-- - '
analysis. This was the responsibility of many FBI managers: and employees,
•from the top.down, over many years. We believe that the FBI'slack of focus
on strategic analysis and its failure to provide sufficiemresources and priority
to analysis were problems attributable to the FBI and :many FBI senior
managers:. While some. of the individuals who handled the Phoenix EC didnot
do all they should have to address it in a timely way, the larger and more
important failure was the way the FBI handled intelligence analysis for m,'my •
years before the September 11 attacks.
..
C.

Other pieces of intelligence concerning airplanes asweapons

We also reviewed allegations that the FBI had other pieces of intelli[gence
information prior to September 11 that indicated cormections between persons
of interest to the FBI and airplanes or flight schools,
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.

The FBI providedto .the OIG documents rehting to possible ten:orists
with connections to airplanes and flight schools that the FBI gathered in
response to requests from. the Joint Inquiry: Committee Sta:ff. The.FBI
conducted searches in its computer systems for references to "flight schools,"
',airplanes," "hijackings" and other related terms i:nan attempt to collect
information that the Joint Inquiry Committee Staffhad indicated it was
interested in reviewing but had not specifically reqUested. TheFBI collected
the documents retrieved in its electronic sem:ches and provided them to the
Joint Inquiry Committee Staff and also tOthe OIG,
We reviewed the information pr0vided by _LeFBI that:referenced a
connection between airplanes or flight schools and persons of interest to the
FBI. The information was from as early as 1983, although most of it was from
1998and 1999. Below we briefly describe four of the piecesof information
that ar e representative of the kinds Of information contained in FBI files about
airplanes and flight schools at the time the Phoenix EC was received atFBI
Headquarters:
•..

.

• •

:

.

,

..

.

'

.:_-..
.. The FBI received an intelligence report inmid-1999 stating that the
....
.leadership of a terrorist-organization other"than A1 Qaeda had met and
...+
planned to use students in the Unite dlStates to gather intelligence on
infrastructure.f_tcilities and public places frequented
"'
,::_,_. _
by Jews.. It was,
•...
also reported that students also. would be selected to participate in
terrorist training camps and would be encouraged to attempt to.obtain ..
private pilot licenses. The intelligence reportnoted that it was unclear
.
why the students would be asked to obtain pilot licenses. In addition, it
Wasrep0rted thatthese students would be instructed 'to master at least
twoor more different aircraft. Itwas reported furtlher that the
leadershiP.of the terrorist organization viewed this requirement as
being "particularly important" and Were believed to have approved an
'
open-ended amount of funding to ensure its success. 9_
.

.

.

• In August 1998, an intelligence agency advised the FBI's New York
Division of an alleged plan by Unidentified Arabs to fly an.explosive

91The FBi later said thatin 2002, in connection with the JICI Review, it rese_xrched,this
issue and concluded that the information reported was likely a fabrication.
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laden aircraft from Libya into the World Trade Center. The New York
Division sentout leads in an attempt to obtain more information about
the source of the reporting.
• On May 18, 1998, a Special Agent on the FBI's Oklahoma City
Division's counterterrorism squad prepared an EC documenting his
contact•wit h an agent from thatDivision's SUl_'eillancesquad, who also
was theDivision's chief pilot. In the EC, the agent noted that the
Division pilot had observed "large numbers of Middle ]Eastern ma]Les
receiving flight training at Oklahoma airports in recent months?: The
agent also reported: that the pilot speculated that light p]kaneswould be
:an:ideal means of spreadingchemical or biological agents.
• ••
.

.

., In January 1995,_Philippine authorities respond!ed to a small fire _td
several explosions in an apartment in Manila. Inside the apartment,
authorities discovered bomb-making equipment and terrorist literature.
The resulting investigation revealed a plot to place exp][osive devices in
12 American passenger aircraft. As a result of the FBI"s investigation
into this matter, Abdul Murad;WaliShah,: andRamziYousef
were
.... subsequently indicted and convicted in the Uni.ted States for their
involvement in the conspiracy. Yousef later was convicted on
November 13, 1997, forhis involvement in the bombing of the World
Trade Center on Febnia_ 23, 1993 _.....

....

During investigative interviews, Murad described general
conversations with Yousefin which they discussed;t tie potential use of
aircraft to commit terrorist acts. According to MUrad, he discussecl
with Yousef the ease with which a pilot could conduct a suicide attack •
by crashing an explosive-laden aircraft intoa building. Murad
mentioned CIA Headquarters as a potential target. Mt_rad contended in
investigative interviews that there was no specific• planning•in relation
to any of these acts. Murad also described other general conversations
with Yousef concerning potential non, aircraft :related terrorist acts,
such as bombing a nuclear facility, utilizing pciison gas, and bombing
the World Trade Center a second time.
• :

As discussed above, the FBI conducted little strategic analysis before
September 11, and it never attempted to connect any of these disparate pieces
of information. For this reason, these pieces of information and all of the other
• .
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information in the FBI's possession that might have been usedto analyze _the
use of airplanes and civil aviation for terrorist purposes was never considered
systematically or analytically.
D.

Conclusion

In sum, our examination of the FBI's handling of the Phoenix EC found
that the individuals who handled it did not violate `FBI policies and practices at
the time, but they did not do all they could have, andshould have, torespond to
it or the recommendations in it. They should have sought input from others in
the FBI,assured that the EC received the necessary analysiis, and also sought _
input from the Intelligence Community aboutthe theories and suggestions
contained in it.

'-

But we believe that their actions were not surprising, given that the
policies and practices under which they operated were extremely flawed. We
found that IOSs were not properly managed and that supervisors should have
been more actively involved in the work assigned to_IOSs. In addition, asan
institution, the FBI was focused on its operational priorities at the expense of
conducting strategic analysis. Furthermore, theFBI lacked a systematic
approach to information sharing and lacked adequate tools to facilitate such
information sharing both within and outside the FBI. As a result of these
systemic failures, the FBI did not givethe Phoenix EC the consideration that it
deserved.
We cannot know for certain what the FBI would have concluded prior to
September 11 if the FBI had applied strategic analysis to the theory posed by
thePhoenix EC or what information may have been uncovered in support of
the theory if the Phoenix EC had been shared With the Intelligence Colm'nunity
or within the FBI. We also cannot know what role, if any, the pieces of other
information described above would have played iLnthe analysis of this question.
What we do know is that the FBI was not adequately analyzing information for
the purposeof drawing conclusions and making predictions. This was a
significant intelligence failure, which hindered the chances of the FBI being
ableto detect and prevent the September 11 attacl_.
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